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A Garden Built For Two
 
My old home was restored with lots love,
Like the garden table I built for you.
Where you can plant your flowers in there pots,
Until they grow strong enough for there garden spots.
 
Like the seeds we planted in our hearts,
which grows with Hope for happiness,
with hard work and yes, some tears,
As love will grow more tender throughout the years.
 
So please don't doubt what you feel is true,
for our hearts will show us the way.
Through garden gate's of our love,
which awaits open for you one day...
 
And I dont care if it takes many years
for my love will not fade away.
for I know in my heart I meant for you,
as forever my heart will always be true.
 
So take my heart, for it belongs to you.
And together we shell build.
So much more then just a garden bench...
 
But a Whole Garden of love for two.
 
craig moon
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A Wavy Gravy Day
 
Good morning Hippies,
a groovy morning for you.
May your hippy lights
shine on through! .
 
And don't let the yuppies of bring you down,
for they just want to make you frown.
 
So Keep a hippy smile upon your face,
Chin Up my friends, and things will be ok.
 
And if they think your weird, well that's ok,
just let um wonder as you go on you way.
 
So have a nice day as you go on your ways,
while living in peace within your wavy gravy ways!
 
craig moon
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Baby Steps
 
When we are born anew we never just get up and start running. But when we
see opportunities placed before us and believe in our hearts that it worth the
effort to start taking baby steps towards the thing we want, Growing stronger
and stronger as we learn to walk, until you are able to start running one day
towards the things that make us happy! !
 
craig moon
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Bodies Entwine As Souls Ingite
 
As we gently caress within the night,
Our bodies entwine as our souls ignite
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Contatous Smile.
 
Lets share each others vibes,
and make each other smile!
For a smile lights of our days,
and a rainbow seen for miles!
 
So keep Shining your smile so bright,
like the dawning of new days light.
For the sun your hearts are the way,
to have peace & love in your days.
 
So re-post this peom and see,
that a smile is contatous indeed!
And if we are all so lucky,
our smiles will spread like a weed...
 
craig moon
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Cupid Take Aim
 
I call out to cupid!
Come with thy arrow!
To shoot me a woman!
Were it will matter!
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Cupids Mark
 
'I call out to cupid!
Come with thy arrow!
To shoot me a woman!
'Were it will matter! - - &gt; ¦
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Dawning Of Love
 
While watching the dawning of the sun this morning
As it came over the horizon,
With the warmth of light like it was smiling.
I stood there watching in Awe as I thought of you,
with feelings inside us I know can come true.
 
But then I thought myself, how I MUST take time,
while getting to know you before we are one
in both heart and In mind. 
For you are so lovely, So gentle and kind,
Like a flower, So Delicate
you need water and time.....
 
For I will NEVER harm you like so many have done,
For my only wish is to see you blossom like the sun.
Like the dawning of a new this day,
I hope my words touch you in speciel way.
So you give me your time,
and I wil show you,
we will never have a sunset,
as long as we are two....
 
craig moon
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Dead Heads
 
Dead Heads do not worry about tomorrow,
for the tomorrows are not here.
 
But know the things of yester years
will never desappear!
 
So treat each other with respect,
Enjoy each other light.
 
Feel the vibes within our souls,
And dance right through your life
 
Moon,
 
craig moon
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Destiny
 
Destiny is a word that has been on my mind....
which is a word Iv always believed in,
as fate can be so very kind......
 
So I'll work even harder,
and sow all the seeds,
until the flowers of my love,
bloom in your heart, as I believe.....
 
For am so glad you are growing comfortable,
As I hoped one day you would feel.
As I comfort your gentle spirit,
with my words you know are sincere.
 
So sit back and relax my love,
and enjoy this special time.
For you are my destiny's child,
for whom Iv longed for all the while......
 
So ill write for my poems my love,
like I'v done so many time's.
Until we sail of into the sunset
to fufill our destiny's
As our souls in gentle love entwine......??
 
craig moon
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Destiny's Gardener
 
Destiny is a word,
that is hard to define.
For no knows the future,
which can be hard or very kind.
 
But you are your own gardeners,
your every thought is a seed.
And if you work very harder.
you are bound to succeed.
 
For Ideal hands, make Ideal minds.
making destiny like a weed.
Which can strangle all the flowers,
you've planted in your dreams.
 
So make all your dreams,
become reallity for you.
And go plant your own destiny
which you can grow with your will! ....
 
craig moon
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Dreaming Of You
 
I tossed and I turned last night,
while I lied awake in my bed.
Too busy thinking about you my love,
as couldn't get you out of my head.
 
Then when I finely fell asleep,
I dreamt of you once again.
Where we were so very happy,
without a fear in you again.
 
And now that your around,
within my awoken dreams.
I Wish you could be nearer,
standing right hear next to me.
 
Where I'dd hold you in my arms,
as we set our spirits free.
As we fly high towards the stars,
twin hearts heading for eternity......
 
Moon,
 
craig moon
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Faith
 
We are created by our thoughts and feelings, and become what we think and
feel. But without some doubtes in our minds, we would never be able to have
faith. And without faith we would never be able follow our hearts, and know in
our minds what it feels like to make our dreams come true....
 
craig moon
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Fire Of The Night
 
As we gently caress within the night,
Our bodies entwine as our souls ignite.
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Fires Of The Night
 
As we gently caress within the night,
Our bodies entwine as our souls ignite.
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Flowering Fate
 
A fate is word that has been on my mind,
which Iv always believed in, as fate can be kind.
For you are your own gardener, your every act is a seed.
which we plant in lives that can grow like a dream...
 
But you have to work harder in order to succeed,
For Ideal hands, make Ideal minds that grow like a weed
to strangle all the flowers we've planted in your dreams.
 
So take care of your garden and plant in good soil,
where the sunlight shines down so the seeds will unfurl.
And don't forget to water your garden everyday,
so your fate will can kind and yield many bouquets! ...
 
craig moon
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For All Eternity
 
You make me happy
with love complete.
My one true love
for all eternity.....
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Freakin Wild Hippy Thing!
 
Yes its true, it's a wild thing!
In the wild hippies dance and they sing!
 
For they love nature and morning skies,
When world becomes one, in there souls and there minds.
 
And when they do the wild thing in the forest and tree's,
there feelin mother nature, as she surrounds there beings.
 
And with there psychedelic colors back on there backs,
They shake there bone's as they dance and relax.
 
But you know these freaken hippies, there not gonna stay!
As long as there rusty old bus's dont break down today! ....
 
craig moon
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Good Morning My Love
 
Good morning, Good morning my Love?
I know I just woke up,
But I want to tell you something,
as I drink my morning cup.
I really love YOU
I do? , I do? , I do!
 
And As I dream of day your with me,
I don't know what I'd do.
So this is my way of showing you,
I believe our dreams will come true.
As I wrote this little poem To say,
I love YOU I love YOU I love YOU.
I do, I do, I do!
 
And may the smile that you get,
when you feel the warmth it brings,
stay with you all day,
As I know we will be happy
for the rest of our Loving days....? ?
 
craig moon
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Happiness
 
Happiness is something we all crave.
What makes you happy?
 
A free hug from a stranger? ,
 
Watching a dandelion grow? ,
 
Dancing to music that fills your spirit with joy? ,
 
The morning dew on a grassy field? ,
 
Bright sunshine on cool fall day? ,
 
A smile from a stranger you pass on the street? ,
 
Love!
 
Happiness lies in small, precious moments that come's from within.
And when those moments happen......'Dont let them pass you by! ....
 
craig moon
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Happy Valentines Day
 
I wished for your love,
now it is mine.
I wished to touch your soul,
now we are one intwined.
I wished for gentleness,
and now I know you.
I wished to find my kindred love,
to make my wishes come true
Now I have you ?
 
I wished for me,
I wished for you.
I wished for joy beyond belief,
I wished for a woman
who's beauty was not just skin deep.
 
So Happy Valentines day,
for forever you shell know my love....
And on the day we are together,
your hand I will wish to hold.
Until day I will place upon your finger,
a weeding band made of gold....??
 
craig moon
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Hippies Light
 
May our hippy lights shine in us all,
To be a guard in our hearts as it was before.
May our beacons of light shine across the sea,
As it lights the world for all the eternity
 
May it teach the world there's better way,
A glimpse of hope for a happier days.
Let them see the wonders your light can bring,
to experience the power you have within.
 
And May life be an adventure on the journeys we take,
as we walk, and we dance, and we fully partake! .
So shine your light like a rising sun,
As it give's off warmth for everyone! .....
 
Moon,
 
craig moon
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Hippy From The Heart
 
?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~
 
While lying in bed this morning,
thinking of you ya'll.
With love in my heart,
a little poem did call.
 
For I Love you hippies,
for the way you make me smile.
That comes straight from the heart,
like a smile from child.
 
For your hippy love is like seed
in my hearts right now,
as it grows and it grows
in leaps and bounds.
 
So thank you guys (: And gals :)
for your peaceful hippies ways,
that inspires me to grow.....As go through my daze**~&gt;--?-&lt;-(: (~)
~*~*~*~*~
 
Moon,
 
?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*~?~*
 
craig moon
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Hippy Group Poem
 
While lying in bed this morning,
thinking of you ya'll.
With love in my heart,
a little poem did call.
 
For I Love you hippies,
for the way you make me smile.
That comes straight from the heart,
like a smile from child.
 
For your hippy love is like seed
in my hearts right now,
as it grows and it grows
in leaps and bounds.
 
So thank you guys (And gals)
for your peaceful hippies ways,
that inspires me to grow.....As go through my daze
 
craig moon
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I Am Not Insane.
 
I am insane! ,
I am crazy! ,
And all the things they say I am.
For running through my Dead Head,
Is a million dreams instead.
And so I lost my mind,
Before it is my time.....So what!
 
For at least it shell be known,
he had lost my mind! ,
he had lost his mind!
But he was fine.
No matter what they said!
 
So if dreaming your dreams
makes you insane,
dont worry what they say.
Because sane people
never follow there dreams
and have no fun along the way!  :)
 
craig moon
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I Wish
 
I wish, I wish, I wish,
 
I wish for love,
I wish for peace,
I wish to make my home complete.
 
I wish for her,
I wish for me,
I wish my wishes
would all just cease.
 
But if I did now wish these days away,
my dream would never come my way.
 
So I pick up those pennys I find on the street,
I close my eyes to make my wish complete.
 
But my eyes are open most of the time,
because I dont wish to miss her
if she walks on by.
 
For although I love the gypsys,
they never want to stay.
So if you wish to make a love nest,
you might be welcomed today! ....
 
craig moon
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In The Wink Of An Eye
 
Love is like a shooting star,
If you dont watch carefully
it might pass you by.
Gone forever into the nights sky
Gone forever In the wink of eye ~*~*~*~¦
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Inspiration Of Love
 
Our souls are the essence of whom we are, which can come to a reconciliation of
the power we hold inside ourselves, which can sit dormant until the moment we
are united with a kindred. Joining our spirits together as one within the power of
love, begin a growing & healing process to live life to it fullest potential through
the inspiration of love.
 
craig moon
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It's A Peaceful Thing
 
Yes its true, it's a peaceful thing!
the way the peaceful hippies dances and sing.
 
For they love mother nature, and morning skies,
When world becomes one, in there souls and there minds.
 
And when they do that peaceful thing in the forest and tree's,
there feelin mother nature, as she surrounds there inner beings.
 
And with there psychedelic colors on there backs,
They shake there bone's as they dance and relax.
 
But you know these peaceful hippies, there not gonna stay!
As long as there bus's are running ok
 
craig moon
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Kindred Soul.
 
Wishing to find my kindred soul
true love beyond belief.
For her sweet love I want to know
I will give my heart complete.
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Kindred Souls
 
We share secrets in our private garden,
we laugh and even cry.
We have so much in common my lovely flower,
kindred spirits both you and I.
For ours is a relationship joined by heart.
Tender gentle dreams to come true for you and I.
For a there is gentle love in us,
as we both struggles to be free
at the things we care for
which you who make me proud indeed.
Complete inner-peace and happiness,
These are the things I wish for you,
in the present and in the future
because you are my kindred spirit,
who was separated at birth.
But now we are reunited,
on two sides of the earth.
But destine to be together
in a our garden of rebirth.
 
craig moon
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Like A Flower
 
Like a flower,
You are as sweet gentle as a flowers soft petals,
holding a precious gift for many to admire.
For the blossoming of your beauty
is like a field of beautiful flowers
on a sunny spring day.
Reaching, reaching for the sun
which helps then grow more lovely
each and every day.
 
craig moon
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Love Can Pass You By
 
Love is like a shooting star,
If you dont watch carefully
it might pass you by.
Gone forever into the nights sky
Gone forever In the wink of eye ~*~*~*~¦
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Love Is A Shooting Star
 
Love is like a shooting star,
If we don't watch carefully where we are.
 
For it can pass us by within a blink of an eye,
Leaving us there as it passes us by....
 
So look towards the heavens within the dark sky,
For love can shine in to brightly in our life's.
 
In a flash....In a blink...A wish can come true...
 
But you have to watch carefully for true love,
and if you are lucky, shooting stars will surely come
 
craig moon
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Love Is Like A Shooting Star.
 
Love is like a shooting star,
If you dont watch carefully
it might pass you by.
Gone forever into the nights sky
Gone forever In the wink of eye ~*~*~*~¦
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Love It
 
While lying in bed this morning, thinking of you.
I started to think how much I love IT to! ......
For I Love IT, how you make me smile.
I love IT, how I feel like a child.
I love IT, how truly gentle you are.
I love IT, like the moon & the stars..
 
For there's so many ways
To show you how i feel.
And to express to you my love
That I love IT, for real!
 
So Ill love IT every way
And ill always stay true.
Becuase without IT in my life
I don't know what i would do.
 
For IT is the seed in our garden,
that is starting to show.
Like the love in our hearts,
As IT grows and IT grows @-&gt;-
 
craig moon
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Love Lights
 
As I sat outside tonight
looking up at the stars.
I suddenly realized
your are not that far.
 
But if you were a million miles away,
Your beautiful love would guide my way.
 
For Like the stars in the heavens
that shine so bright.
May our love lights
shine for us this night.
 
And when you find this poem,
Please know my love.
I could be yours for eternity
Like the star's above.
 
craig moon
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Making Love
 
Your seductive eyes swept me away,
as they carry me off into a beautiful place...
 
Where feelings inside all came alive,
As your beauty lifts my spirit, when our bodies intwined.
 
With skin like porcelain, your hair shining like the sun.
Your inspiring beauty can compared to no one.
 
For you are as lovely as flower with a beautiful smile,
But nothing dear woman can compares to your eyes.
 
And now that I have come and swept you away, 
you can fly onto my arms and there forever stay.
 
So enjoy these sweet nothings that I whisper into your ear,
how I am so happy to make love to you my dear.
 
craig moon
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Meadows Of The Skies
 
Wide are the meadows of the skies at night,
With Moonlit rainbows from northern lights.
 
Where yellow star daisies shine in the fields,
For one sweet woman my love can be real.
 
To feel your love within my heart,
to touch your soul as we journey on.
 
Through these fields of love we must go,
to have your love I want to know.
 
So take my hand and come with me,
and lets fly amongst the stars
were we'll be free! ! ! ¦
 
craig moon
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My One True Love
 
Good Morning My One True Love,
My morning sun sent from high about.
My light within my everyday,
The who fills my heart in every way.
 
For there is no other quite like you.
As you have awaked my senses,
My spirit was made just for you.
To Love and behold like no other will do.
 
Like a flower in my garden,
that will forever bloom.
I write my poems written just for you.
 
For a flower can be picked, but not my me,
for you shell bloom in my heart for all eternity.
And as I steal you away within this new day,
M-Y L-0-V-E is yours forever,
as it will never ever go away.....
 
 
For you are the one who  lover like you,
who has made
 
craig moon
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Our Sectret Garden
 
We spent the first night making sweet love until the mornings light,
within our secret garden were flowers bloom so bright.
 
For here we can touch each other spirits so gentle, pure and free,
within our private garden you had planted just for me.
 
For when we are together were like flowers in the sun,
we reaching higher and higher towards the heavens as we grow and live as one.
 
But unlike the flowers of the meadows that wilt and surely fade,
my love for you my flower will never go away.....
 
craig moon
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Path Towards Heaven
 
Paths meant to cross here on earth
can lead towards heaven when love is felt ¦
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Paths Meant To Cross
 
Paths meant to cross here on earth
can lead towards heaven when love is felt.
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Please Be Honest
 
If you Look me in my heart,
please tell me the truth.
 
Please don't tear it out,
like so many others would do.
 
For my heart is pure,
it is gentle and kind.
 
But like your heart,
it can be hurt in time.
 
So please please be honest,
thats all that I ask! .
 
Then for you sweet woman,
my Love WILL last.....&#9829;
 
craig moon
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Poppy's Flower
 
Lovely is unspoken beauty of flower. The sweet smell of its petals in your hand,
as they grow like a miracle from there steams. A Precious gift from mother
nature for many to admire...but for few to truly understand.
For the blossoming of there beauty is a miracle on a sunny spring day. Reaching
higher and higher towards the sun as the grow more lovely.
But no know just how they grow or why they bloom...Like love within a persons
heart.
 
craig moon
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Rainbow Wish!
 
&#8206; *´¨)
¸.•´¸.•*´¨)  ¸.•*¨)
(¸.•´A hippy rainbow apon this wall,
as I thought of love a poem did call.
 
To write down just for you,
as your colors are so lovely and true.
 
Across the heaven and thought the clouds,
just after the rains have fallen down.
 
Your beauty shines Oh so bright,
with your rainbow colors of shire delight.
 
So now I close my eyes and make a wish••*´¨`*•.
And hope the woman of my dreams is reading this! .......&#9829;
 
craig moon
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Random Kindness Indeed
 
I woke this morning in the most interesting way,
After reading a post by a friend today.
 
About kindly small of gestures,
to help those in need.
Without Blindly walking past,
being selfish with greed.
 
But what can we do to show that we care?
Shell we sit in our homes
preaching love across cyber space air?
 
Or shell we go out and find those in need,
To Practice senseless acts of beauty,
And random kindness indeed.
 
craig moon
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Roses And Sweets
 
Roses and sweets,
Given with love.
If you'll be my valentines,
Ill steal your sweetheart.
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Ship Of Love
 
If I were to set sail anew,
upon the ship of life.
Leave the port of memories lost,
with sails caught in the night.
 
I would with eager breath draw in,
sweet aromas like perfume.
Intoxicating my senses
with anticipation that grew.
 
But would a damsel so sweet as you be there,
with lips eager to touch mine?
Would you be a mate I yearned for,
on a sea I seek to find?
 
If so, Up anchor! , No moment to lose! ,
let our ship of love and life seek this port.
As we hoist the sails to catch the wind,
to go find my dream come true.....
 
Moon,
 
craig moon
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Teddy Bear Love
 
Come Hug me, Hold me,
and Squeeze me tight! !
And Ill be your teddy bear
who will treat you rightly.
For unlike other bears
who are mean and rough,
Im be soft in your arms
and so gentle to your touch.
And although I might seem
'Well, just a little shabby!
And my hair is all bent over,
Im a good bear to hand onto
as I can love you like no other.
And if want to feed the bear
with your cookin and kindly love
my stuffings are sawn up tightly
as I am filled with warmth and love.
 
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Tender Passion
 
Yes I was lonely last night,
but you where there for me.
As we made sweet love with our bodies,
So gentle, soft and tenderly.
 
For although fears and hidden emotions surfaced like before,
I knew all long you could trust me for its your gentleness I adore.
And while our minds and souls entwined in the solitude of night
In that moment you were like heaven as it felt so very right.
 
For when I looked in you soul I knew you could see,
I will be the first man you hold you so soft and tenderly.
So thank you my love for the confessions that you made.
As I would hold you forever in a heartbeat,
for the passion we so crave.
 
craig moon
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The Essence Of Love
 
God created your bodies so that our souls would have a way to connect with each
other during our short time here on earth. For our souls are eternal, and need
some way to be released... Which can done when two kindred souls find each
other and merge. making there very essence of being into one as they touch
there bodies together within the power of LOVE...&#9829;
 
craig moon
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The Fire Of Love
 
Yes its true,
the fire is bright.
As Its burns right through,
the day and the night.
 
Like a wild fire that dances and sings,
as spreads across the forest
with a whispering of the winds.
 
For Its our love of the fire
that ignitions from within.
As our two worlds become one,
as we reach towards heaven.
 
For there is nothing to quench
there longing to burn
which feels like the fire
of love we have always yearned?
 
craig moon
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The Gardeners Of Love
 
Let us be grateful for the one's who allowed the gardeners through the garden
gates of there souls, where we have gently placed the seeds into the fertile earth
of love which will continue water and care for, with gentleness, until the flowers
grow strong enough and begin to fully blossom into the beautiful flowers we all
need in the gardens of our hearts @-&gt;--
 
craig moon
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The Light From Within
 
The Essence of our being is our souls, Which is a light that can shine outwards
from within.
But unfortunately many people of this world have ignored there very own
existence by letting there souls fall asleep within there own bodies.
Let it Shine! ...Set it free! ....Let it seek out across the vast of oceans of life other
souls who wish to join there lights together so they will shine so brightly they can
be seen all the way into heaven!
 
craig moon
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The One
 
If we met within the clear blue sky,
two kindred souls passing by.
I hope by chance our eyes would meet,
to find the love we both so seek.
 
For the sun would shine so bright and warm,
when I find the woman I so yearn for.
To come together, separated before birth,
two hearts meant to join in true love here on earth.
 
At night with stars shining big and bright,
our love felt inside wills bring us warmth from inner light.
In harmony we will play together,
for our song will be in perfect tune.
As we serenade each others hearts
like no other lovers could ever do.
 
For when we come together,
she'll be my flower in the sun.
As we will reach up towards the heavens,
as we live and grow as one.
 
But unlike the flowers that will surely wilt and surely fade,
My love for this kindly woman will never fade away....¦
 
craig moon
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The Power Of Love
 
The power of pure love can overcome any evil this world can cast its shadow on.
For although love can be hindered and subdued by the evils of this world.....Love
itself is Bright. It is Honest, And it is Beautiful.... For Which it is the only emotion
we have in this world more powerful than the darkest evil, As it has the ability to
conquer anything if we let it into our hearts....&#9829;
 
craig moon
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The Rains Must Fall.
 
As the rain falls outside your window,
Your smile lights my life.
I'm so glad you're leaving my love.
Because you are my true delight.
 
For you make my days so happy,
you make my nights so bright.
You are a true friend of mine my love,
your the gentle flower in my life.
 
So I Will Stand with You,
In times of grief.
And dance in the rains
Until you believe.
 
That rains must fall,
before there's sun.
For we must have both,
so the flowers will blossom.
 
So I'll Be here For You,
If you never leave.
To lend a loving hand
From a friend indeed....
 
craig moon
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The Search
 
How iv searched the world over, but have not yet to find,
My true kindred spirit a lady sublime.
And thou iv had many false starts with ones who were kind,
Non were the one Iv search for through time.
 
So onward I roam, Across vest oceans of time,
In search for my lady who's so gentle and kind.
Who's spirit is free which can never be tied,
which you can see if you look in her wild gypsy eyes.
 
So on and on I go, Across hot desert and tundra's of snow,
To tops of high mountains And over I go.
But once in a while I'll rest on there peaks,
and look down into there valley's where she might well be.
 
And if somewhere, Someday, my journey does end,
It wont be until I find her again.
When I'll hold her in my arms until eternity ends.....
 
craig moon
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The Search
 
Iv searched the world over, but have not yet to find,
My true kindred spirit a woman so kind.
As soft as a flower, so lovely and sweet,
So gentle by nature with a spirit so free.
 
So onward I go, over mountains and across sea's,
Wondered this world so aimlessly.
In search of my love to make one soul complete,
as we will in pure love in peace and harmony.
 
For although I do not know where she might be,
I feel in my heart you she not far me.
So come to me now my love, wherever you might be,
So we can walk hand in hand through all eternity....
 
craig moon
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The Search
 
If we met within the clear blue sky,
two kindred souls passing by.
I hope by chance our eyes would meet,
so we may find the love we both so need.
 
For the sun would shine so bright and warm,
 
if I found my lover Iv been so yearn for.
To come together, separated from birth,
two hearts meant to join in true love here on earth.
 
At night with stars shining big and bright,
our love felt inside will bring warmth and light.
For our song will play in perfect harmony in tune,
as I will serenade this women like no other lover could do.
 
For when we are together like flowers in the sun,
we will reach up towards the heavens as we grow and live as one.
But unlike the flowers that will surely wilt and fade,
my love for this lovely and kind woman will never go away.
 
craig moon
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Tree Of Life
 
Once upon a time there was a woman who enjoying being out in the woods so
much that she decided one day that she would never leave.....
As time had passed by, She became more and more at peace with herself and as
one with the world around her. She was Happy! ! 'So much in fact, that one day
while she was sitting in the woods meditating with her surroundings, she began
to notice that she was starting to spread roots into the ground, transforming
herself into a beautiful tree.
As she grew stronger and stronger with her branches outstretched towards the
heavens, the birds would come and perch on her and sing songs of peace and
joy! . And as winds began to blow softly through the air she would captured the
breezes with her green leafs, Causing her to sway and dance as one with mother
nature.
But then one day while she was dancing in the wind. A man came along the trail
in a horse drawn cart and stopped in front her. Climbing down off he cart, he
stood in front of her he with an axe in hand, he said, 'Now there is a fine tree for
which to build my cabin with! .
But just when the man was about to swing his Axe, 'The winds began to blow
Furiously! ! ! And the clouds in the heaven darkened, Turning the day into night,
causing the man to pause for a moment and think, in fear that he would be stuck
out in weather and not be able to haul the tree back in his cart.
But he was determined to cut her down no matter what! .
But As he picked up his axe again and placed it over his shoulder, 'Suddenly a
bolts of lighting came flashing down out of the heaven*~*~*Hitting the mans
axe head, splitting the handle in two right down the middle while throwing the
man down to the ground. And as the man was layed out on his back, looking up
at the clouds in shock of what just happened, A loud voice from the heavens
thundered out and said. 'No man shell ever harm this tree! For I am mother
nature, and she is my most beautiful creation, who will stand and dance in the
wind while living in peace and harmony for all times to come.......And so it was.
The End,
For all my happy hippy tree Hugging mother nature loving Friends.....Thanks for
being so firmly panted in your ways..... Now go Plant a tree.
 
craig moon
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Until Eternity Stands Still
 
Your Amazing lovely smile brightens my days,
As well as your lovely special gentle ways.
 
For you are so kind, so delicated and sweet,
you fill my heart every time we meet.
 
So with that in mind, I wrote you a poem,
with good feeling and love I hope will live on.
 
Not only in our minds, but in our hearts as well,
so I may love you until eternity stands still....
 
craig moon
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Valentine's
 
On this day of Valentine's love
filled with thoughts and caring,
I give this poem to everyone
to show some heart felt feelings.
For love is universal
and not just made for two! ,
As we can celebrate it all together,
to know that love is truth.
For this is a magical day
when walls break down,
where we hold our love inside.
Now released for everyone
to know that loves sublime.
So on this is the Valentine's Day
we've all been waiting for,
May your day be filled with sunshine
with those you do adore
 
By Moon,
Happy Valentine day everyone! !
 
craig moon
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Valintimes Aim
 
Roses and sweets,
Given with love.
If you'll be my valentines,
Ill steal your sweetheart.
 
C Moon,
 
craig moon
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Walk Sofly
 
Its sad that most of the people who live on this planet, just live on this planet.
While being totally disconnected from it....except for having there feet on the
ground.
So my missions for you today are simple ones! ....Walk softy on the earth you
tread. Stop walking when you find a piece of garbage on the ground. Be careful
where you step. And of course, keep loving the earth while choosing carefully the
path you take....&#9829;
 
craig moon
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Wings Of Love
 
I love you more then anything,
As we can live our lives without repercussion.
 
For I shell be your grizzly bear,
who will keeps you safely,
within my Loving arms.
 
For no matter what mountains
may be in our way.
I will never leave you,
no matter what its takes.
 
For we shell climb those mountains,
both you & I.
Until we stand on there peaks
and see nothing but blue sky.
 
And as we spread our wings,
and begin to fly.
we will touch the heavens
with our love so kind.
 
Like two birds that fly,
in the open sky.
I will not let you fall,
For its your love I want
And nothing more.
 
So believe in me,
Like I believe in you.
And there will be nothing,
Nothing, we cant fly through!
 
craig moon
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Worth The Challenge!
 
Life itself can sometimes be a real challenge! ...
which we all face each and every day.
But if you look around yourself and see the beauty in the people and the things
in our lifes.... It can make the challege before us seem Trivelly in comparison! .
 
And I think it was Teddy Roosevelt that said: When life faces me with a
challenge, I will go under, Over, Or break right through....But I will never never
go around one! .
...Which tells us that, Although sometimes making the right choices in life may
be hard.... It can be worth a little effort in the end!  :)
 
Moon,
 
craig moon
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